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Many regular readers here have been bringing articles to my
attention for several months concerning 5G towers. Admittedly,
this is not a subject with which I’m very familiar, save only
to know that many people have been raising alarm about it.
I’ve a steep learning curve here, so bear with me. But this
article shared by Mr. S.D. caught my attention, largely for
its assertion that a 5G test for “environmental harmfulness”
was quietly conducted in The Hague, The Netherlands:

Hundreds Of Birds Dead During 5g Experiment In The Hague,
Netherlands

While the article is quite lengthy, and cites a number of
sources, the center of my concerns are here:

About a week ago at The Hague, many birds died spontaneously,
falling dead in a park. You likely haven’t heard a lot about
this because it seems keeping it quiet was the plan all
along. However, when about 150 more suddenly died – bringing
the death toll to 297 – some started to take notice.
And if you are looking around that park you might have seen
what is on the corner of the roof across the street from
where they died: a new 5G mast, where they had done a test,
in connection with the Dutch railway station, to see how
large the range was and whether no harmful equipment would
occur on and around the station. And harm happened, indeed.
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Immediately afterward, birds fell dead from the trees. And
the nearby ducks that were swimming seemed to react very
oddly as well; they were simultaneously putting their heads
underwater to escape the radiation while others flew away,
landing on the street or in the canal.

Again, almost at the exact same time that those animals died,
near  the  station,  Holland  Spoor  was  tested  with  a  5G
transmitter  mast.

“If they all got heart-failure with an healthy body, no
signs of any virus, no bacterial infection, healthy blood,
no poisons found etc. etc. The only reasonable explanation
is, that it is from the new 5G Microwaves having an huge
effect of all birds hearts! … It heavily resonates with
certain ERRATIC PULSED Microwaves (millions per second!)
which can be proven to have biological effects on organs! …
Am not kidding here! … Some people assume Microwaves at
lower wattage “can not harm” because “it does not cook you”
… that very flawed “logic” is what they want you to repeat
over and over! … Search in “Google Scholar Search Site”:
Biological Effects of Non-ionizing Microwaves and be ready
to  be  shocked  how  stupid  most  sheeple  really  are  in
believing blindly the so called “experts” & ” authorities”
of FCC, Telecom & Wireless Industry propaganda!” – John
Kuhles,  founder  of  Fb.com/groups/Stop5G  &  Fb.me/Stop5G
owner of Stop5G.net

I’ve written many times on this website about various mind
control technologies which use microwaves in interferometry to
produce entrainment effects, and even remote “voice of God”
technologies for broadcasting thoughts directly into brains.
My most recent book, Microcosm and Medium discusses some of
these technologies and their possible applications at some
length,  and  I’ve  also  written  on  this  website  about  my
suspicions that the Cuban embassy attacks were the result of
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the use of similar types of technologies.

So herewith some high octane speculation:

It is a short step from that basic concept to a similar use of
microwave  technologies  –  perhaps  again  involving
interferometry  –  to  produce  beat  frequencies  which  could
interfere  with,  or  actually  shut  down,  the  electrical
functioning of organisms’ nervous systems, including organs
such as the heart. And that’s what is so alarming here: birds
might be resonant to certain such frequencies, other organisms
to other frequencies. All one needs to do, so to speak, is to
“dial  in”  the  right  frequency,  and  one  could  eradicate  a
regional population of dogs, cats… or even humans.

So herewith some more high octane speculation:

A few years ago I blogged about the strange deaths of geese
and other birds in midflight in remote places such as Idaho
(see YOU TELL US: BIRDS “FALL FROM THE SKY” IN IDAHO, STONE
…). There was also an episode a few years ago of a flight of
birds  that  fell  dead  to  the  ground  in  Tennessee,
simultaneously. At the time of the strange incident in Idaho,
the theory was quickly advanced by the “lamestream” that the
birds had contracted a sudden-onset flu of some sort, and came
crashing to the ground (again, simultaneously!) because of it.
A  moment’s  reflection  on  this  story  from  The  Netherlands
reveals the possibility that these earlier incidents may have
been  similar  –  and  very  secret  –  tests,  perhaps  of  some
prototype 5G technology.

If so, then that contains a frightening implication, namely,
that the effects of the technology were well known, far in
advance of this most recent incident, and that “they” have
gone ahead with their plans anyway.

See you on the flip side…
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